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Reference solution
Archives and museums

The Lenbachhaus, Munich’s
Municipal Art Gallery, is
protected by a combined
system solution consisting
of fire prevention and very
early smoke detection.

THE CUSTOMER
Munich’s municipal gallery, the Lenbachhaus, relies on a
comprehensive fire protection solution using intelligent,
cutting-edge technology to protect its art collection.
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R I S K A N A LY S I S
The top priority was to protect the art archive’s
valuable collections from fire and its consequences.
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THE PROTECTION OBJECTIVE
Valuable works of art demand optimum
protection against fire.
Comprehensive protection of Since the use of conventional

even starts: oxygen reduction.
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THE SOLUTION
Active fire prevention combined with very early
smoke detection and quick release (rapid oxygen
reduction) protects precious works of art.
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The OxyReduct® fire prevention system
reduces the oxygen concentration in the
archive to 17.0 vol% and leaves the pro
tected area accessible to personnel at the
same time. If the TITANUS® early smoke
detection system detects any products
of pyrolysis, it uses quick release to lower
the oxygen level to 7.0 vol%.
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Function
The OxyReduct® fire prevention system reduces the
oxygen content in the protected area to a constant
17.0 vol% and maintains it at this level.

VisuLAN®

CFP
If the TITANUS® air sampling smoke detection system
detects signs of fire, the control panel is notified and
nitrogen cylinders are used to initiate quick release to
an oxygen level of 7.0 vol%.

Continuously manned post

3

Fire protection solution with OxyReduct®
fire prevention system and TITANUS®
air sampling smoke detection system
The OXY·SENS® oxygen sensor 1 con
tinuously monitors the oxygen content
in the protected area and transmits this
information to the control panel. 2
This controls the oxygen concentration
maintained by the OxyReduct® fire prevention system. 3
The TITANUS® air sampling smoke detection
system 4 detects the earliest signs of a
fire forming. Nitrogen for the quick release
process is supplied from cylinders. 5
The central fire panel (CFP) is connected
directly to the VisuLAN® risk management
system, providing a combined overview of
all information a single central location.

Munich’s Municipal Gallery Lenbachhaus – the solution
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E 1905001

WAGNER is also an accredited fitter for the
OxyReduct® fire prevention system with
VdS fitter accreditation E 1905001.
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